Use of micrometers and calipers to measure various components of delayed-type hypersensitivity ear swelling reactions in mice.
The choice of the type of instrument to measure delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) in mice, as assayed by ear swelling reactions, influences the experimental results. When a caliper that applies little pressure to the ears is employed, DTH reactions in ears of mice sensitized to picryl chloride show an early onset at 2 h after challenge, comparable swelling at 4 h and a slow rise to a 24 h classical peak response thereafter. In contrast, 3 different micrometers that apply more pressure to the ears reveal a biphasic pattern of ear swelling reactions in mice immunized and challenged with picryl chloride. The early component of DTH measured by these micrometers peaks 2 h after challenge. Thereafter the measured ear thickness declines, and the onset of the classical delayed reaction is detected at 12 h after ear challenge. Yet another instrument, that in contrast to the caliper and micrometers mentioned above, applies all the pressure to only a very restricted area of the ear, fails to detect an early swelling reaction; the delayed reaction is first detected at 12 h after ear challenge and rises thereafter to a 24 h peak. The differences in outcome of the assays using the different instruments indicate that the early component or DTH reactions differs from the late component of DTH reactions in that the early swelling is easier to compress when pressure is applied by the instrument used for measurement. This is probably caused by the fact that the late reactions are due to a cellular infiltrate, whereas the early reactions are edematous in character, and are due to accumulation of plasma components.